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Thermal mass flow meters, well known as thermal dispersion mass flowThermal mass flow meters, well known as thermal dispersion mass flow
meters. It comprises a descent of instruments for the measurement ofmeters. It comprises a descent of instruments for the measurement of
the total mass flow rate of primary gases flowing through closedthe total mass flow rate of primary gases flowing through closed
conduits pipes and ducts. They are mainly used in air and gas flowconduits pipes and ducts. They are mainly used in air and gas flow
measurement applications. There are two main types of thermal flowmeasurement applications. There are two main types of thermal flow
meters, Thermal Dispersion/Immersible Type, and Capillary Tube Type.meters, Thermal Dispersion/Immersible Type, and Capillary Tube Type.
Thermal Dispersion/Immersible Type generally used to measure theThermal Dispersion/Immersible Type generally used to measure the
high flow rate in pipes and ducts whereas the Capillary Tube Type ishigh flow rate in pipes and ducts whereas the Capillary Tube Type is
used to measure the low flow of gas. BURAK is a manufacturer,used to measure the low flow of gas. BURAK is a manufacturer,
supplier, and exporter of thermal mass flow meters in India.supplier, and exporter of thermal mass flow meters in India.
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Burak metering is a global leader in flow measurementBurak metering is a global leader in flow measurement
instrumentation, we design and manufactures flow meters andinstrumentation, we design and manufactures flow meters and
controllers for process measurement applications utilizing various flowcontrollers for process measurement applications utilizing various flow
technologies. We offer process solutions for flow alongside its detailedtechnologies. We offer process solutions for flow alongside its detailed
data recording and digital communications, optimizing processes indata recording and digital communications, optimizing processes in
terms of economic efficiency, safety, and environmental impact. weterms of economic efficiency, safety, and environmental impact. we
deliver accuracy and reliability to the world's most demandingdeliver accuracy and reliability to the world's most demanding
processes of varied industries, including chemical, food & beverage,processes of varied industries, including chemical, food & beverage,
power & energy, primaries & metal, oil & gas and water & wastewater,power & energy, primaries & metal, oil & gas and water & wastewater,
pharmaceutical, pulp and paper, atomic power, aerospace, and lots ofpharmaceutical, pulp and paper, atomic power, aerospace, and lots of
more.more.
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